ARGENTINA TRIP SUPPLY LIST

Recommend one suitcase and one carry-on bag
Pack essentials and 1 set of clothes in carry-on in case your checked bag does not make it
Take a fold-up bag (nylon duffle) to have as a second checked bag in case you want to bring souvenirs and other items back that won’t fit in your suitcase
The average temperature will be a high of 79 and a low of 57 degrees F
Nylon fabrics work well because they will dry out quicker than denim
Plan to wear clothes a second time

**Clothing**
- Long pants/jeans
- Long sleeve shirts
- Short sleeve shirts
- Shorts
- Jacket/sweater/sweatshirt
- Rain coat/plastic poncho
- Underwear
- Socks
- Comfortable walking shoes

**Toiletries**
- Washcloths
- Sun block
- Lotion
- Soap
- Shampoo/conditioner
- Toothpaste/toothbrush
- Curling iron/hairdryer
- Razor
- Contacts and accessories
- Eyeglasses
- Tylenol/aspirin
- Insect repellent
- Pepto Bismol/Mylanta
- Prescriptions (in original containers)
- Motion sickness medication

**Miscellaneous**
- Small gifts
- Watch
- Notebook/journal
- Backpack/day pack
- Hat/cap
- Water bottle
- Money belt
- Film (take lots and buy in U.S.)
- Plastic bag for dirty/wet clothing
- Alarm clock
- Batteries
- Sunglasses
- Woolite
- Umbrella
- Book/cards

**To Carry With You**
- Passport
- Dollars/credit card
- Two forms of photo ID’s
- Home phone number
- Emergency medication information regarding known allergies/pre-conditions
- Spanish/English dictionary
- Camera
- Water Bottle